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Review Answers

Fill in the blanks

Read the text again. Fill in the blanks with was, wasn’t, were, weren’t, had or didn’t have.
1. There were a lot of people, but there weren’t any pets.
2. They only had a few games and they didn’t have many presents.
3. The band had a few lights and lots of instruments.
4. There were some really good musicians.
5. There was lots to drink, but there wasn’t any trouble.

Jumble

Put the words in the correct order.
1. was a There lot food of .
2. had of party lots They hats .
3. didn’t any have records He tapes or .
4. a there Was band ?
5. weren’t dancers many There .
6. there lots Were people of ?
7. of There lots girls were pretty .
8. a Was bar there ?
9. have They much equipment stage didn’t .
10. only a had They few speakers .

How about you?

There was a lot of food.
They had lots of party hats.
He didn't have any records or tapes.
Was there a band?
There weren't many dancers.
Were there lots of people?
There were lots of pretty girls.
Was there a bar?
They didn't have much stage equipment.
They only had a few speakers.

Answers will vary.

Think about a party you went to. Answer the questions.
Were there a lot of people? Yes, there were.
What kind of food was there? There was home-made curry and shop-bought cake.
How about drinks? There was every kind of drink you could want.
Was there good music? Yes, there was. It was my music.
Did you have a good time? Yes, I did. It was a great party.

Your turn

Answers will vary.

Think about the things in your refrigerator. What was or wasn’t in your refrigerator last week?
1. There was a bottle of wine.
2. There were some eggs.
3. There was some milk.
4. There wasn’t any cheese.
5. There was a lemon.
6. There wasn’t any juice.
7. There was a tub of ice cream.
8. There was a bottle of lemonade.
9. There were some strawberries at the bottom of the fridge.
10. There was some butter.
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